NIKKISO NON-SEAL® PUMPS

CANNED MOTOR PUMPS

NIKKISO CO., LTD.
NIKKISO Company Limited, a pioneer in “Canned Motor Pumps”, began production in Japan beginning in 1957. NIKKISO is now one of the largest manufacturers of “Canned Motor Pumps” in the world. “NIKKISO Non-Seal®”, a registered trade mark, is another commonly used term for “Canned Motor Pumps”. Canned Motor Pumps were firstly created to meet the zero leakage and maximum reliability requirements of the nuclear power industry. Since then, NIKKISO Non-Seal® Pumps have been continually refined over the past 50 years to economically meet the requirements of safety, reliability and maintainability of the chemical and petrochemical industries. Today, because of our advantages, NIKKISO Non-Seal® Pumps are widely used in general industries, even on water applications.

SAFE   No seals to leak. Double Containment, consisting of an inner stator liner plus an external stator pressure-containing shell, prevents leakage to the environment. This minimizes both immediate and long-term risks to personnel.

LOW NOISE  Totally enclosed with neither motor fans nor exposed bearings.

LOW VIBRATION  No motor fans and no couplings.

E MONITOR  Monitoring of bearing wear in real time.

NO ALIGNMENT REQUIRED  No couplings.

SMALL, COMPACT AND SELF CONTAINED  The integral pump and motor makes efficient use of space. Installation costs are reduced with minimal foundation requirements.

LOW ROUTINE MAINTENANCE  No motor bearings to lubricate, no pump bearings to lubricate, no coupling alignment or lubrication, no buffer pots to fill.

EASY TO ASSEMBLE  No shimming or clearance setting required.
CONVENTIONAL CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS WITH DOUBLE MECHANICAL SEALS

Environment pollution or fire in chemical plants is caused by liquid leakage from mechanical seals.
Large space is required for installation.
Flushing is required.
Noise generated from coupling and motor fan.
Increase maintenance costs for changing mechanical seals.
Daily checking leakage from mechanical seals and making-up lubricant.

MAGNETIC DRIVE PUMPS

No secondary leak containment.
No effective way to control bearing fluid environment sensitive to solids and vaporization.
No way to monitor wear of impeller shaft bearings.
Coupling misalignment leads to input bearing failure and rubbing of containment shell.
Noise generated from coupling and motor fan.
Efficiency is widely down in high temperature application.
Not suitable for high pressure design.
E MONITOR

NIKKISO E MONITOR was developed to detect the condition of bearings of hermetically sealed pumps during operation. In order to achieve this, the position of the rotor is monitored while the pump is operating. Bearing wear will be indicated. The technical excellence of the E MONITOR is useful in predictive maintenance necessitated by bearing wear. The E MONITOR is energized by power from the incoming motor leads and does not require additional wiring.

Indication:
• Wear of front or rear radial bearing
• Uneven wear of front or rear bearing
• Wear of front or rear axial bearing
• Power on (pump is operating)
• Direction of rotation (correct or incorrect)

Principle of E MONITOR
When bearing wear occurs, the rotor assembly shifts along the radial and/or axial position. These minute shifts are detected by eight search coils embedded in the stator, enabling precise readings of bearing wear in both directions. Real-time bearing status is conveniently displayed on an easy-to-read LED display.

MOTORS

In the NIKKISO Non-Seal® Pump design, the entire outside of the motor is enclosed in a secondary leakage containment shell or can. Primary leakage protection is provided by corrosion resistant liners which are seal welded and 100% leak checked to assure that pumped fluid does not contact the stator windings or rotor core. There is no shaft protrusion to seal and thus no seals to leak. Pumped fluid is circulated in the area between the rotor and stator liner to cool the motor, and lubricate the bearings. Motor windings and insulation system are specially designed, developed and applied as an integral part of the pump so that design life is at least as great as for conventional air cooled motors. Winding temperature is primarily influenced by pumped fluid temperature and secondarily by use of cooling jacket. Fluid temperature is considered in pump application to assure full winding life. Thermostats are embedded in the hot spots of windings for tripping off the motor in case of overheating.
PUMP MODEL CODES

Construction
N: Basic
V: High viscous
T: High temperature with thermal isolation spacer
S: Slurry liquid with seal ring
M: Slurry liquid with mechanical seal
G: Slurry liquid with gas seal
Q: Reverse circulation
R: Reverse circulation with adapter
B: High melting
C: High melting (simple type)
W: Basic external circulation
Y: No cooled high temperature, liquid temperature max. 250°C (482°F)
X: No cooled high temperature, liquid temperature max. 350°C (662°F)

Motor size
21A/B/C
22A/B/C/D/E
23A/B/C/D/E/F/G
24A/B/C/D/E/F
25B/C/D/E/F
26C/D/E/F
27E/F
46A/B
47B/C/D
48C/D/E
49C
42X
X12/22/32/42
461, 631, 632

Winding Insulation Class
F: F class
C: C class

Model
H: Horizontal
L: In-line
B: Motor top
T: Pump top
D: Self-priming

Power supply voltage
A: 190-211V@50Hz
200-223V@60Hz
G: 375-424V@50Hz
400-449V@60Hz
H: 425-474V@50Hz
450-499V@60Hz
Other voltages are available.

Ex-proof code
A: d2G1
B: d2G2
C: d2G3
D: d2G4
E: eG1
F: eG2
G: eG3
H: eG4
I: ed2G2
L: ed2G3
M: ATEX EExde IICT1
N: ATEX EExde IICT2
O: ATEX EExde IICT3
T: TE
W: ATEX EExde IICT4
X: ATEX EExde IICT5

Casing type
- : Standard casing
* : Special casing
E: with ISO casing
N: with ANSI casing
P: in compliance with API685
S: with Sundyne casing

Jacket and Heat Exchanger for Casing and Rear Bearing Housing
X: None
P: with welded type jacket on casing
Q: with casting type jacket on casing
R: with casting type jacket on casing and welded type jacket on rear bearing housing
S: with welded type jacket on casing and rear bearing housing

Jacket and Heat Exchanger for Motor
X: None
J: with mount type jacket
K: with mount type jacket, jacket and stator band material SUS304
L: welded type jacket material steel
M: welded type jacket, jacket and stator band material SUS304
N: welded jacket cooling with pump un liquid, material same as pump
C: with heat exchanger
D: with heat exchanger, heat exchanger and stator band material SUS304
E: with separated heat exchanger

W: ATEX EExde IICT4
X: ATEX EExde IICT5

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Semi-Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. Capacity</td>
<td>780m³/h (3,430 gpm)</td>
<td>1200m³/h (5,280 gpm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Head</td>
<td>300m (984ft)</td>
<td>600m (1,970ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid Temp. Range</td>
<td>-60 to 350°C (-76 to 662°F)</td>
<td>-200 to 450°C (-328 to 842°F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Gravity Range</td>
<td>0.3 to 2.0</td>
<td>Max. 13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Viscosity</td>
<td>200 mPas (200cP)</td>
<td>500 mPas (500cP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Working Pressure</td>
<td>4 MPa (600 psig)</td>
<td>80 MPa (11,600 psig)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Power Range</td>
<td>0.4 to 200kW (0.5 to 268hp)</td>
<td>200 to 270kW (268 to 360hp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid End Material</td>
<td>SUS316, SUS304</td>
<td>Alloy 20, Hastelloy C/B, Titanium, Zirconium, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Type HX**

**High Temperature No Cooling Required**

- **Temperature up to 400 °C (752 °F)**
- **Head up to 300 m (984 ft)**

Designed for high-temperature applications, this pump provides efficient heat transfer with minimal cooling requirements. Optional jacketing in conjunction with the ceramic motor insulation system makes the HX well suited for handling high temperatures and high vapor pressure liquids.

- **Spacer are provided to maintain cool fluid within the motor section.**
- **Cool fluid is recirculated within the motor section to provide cooling and bearing lubrication.**

**Type HV**

**High Viscous Liquids**

- **Temperature up to 350 °C (662 °F)**
- **Head up to 300 m (984 ft)**

The Type HV is specifically designed for handling high viscous liquids. It features an exclusive all-ceramic motor insulation system and can be externally insulated for maximum system efficiency, making it ideal for heat transfer oil services.

- **Motor prevents damage mechanical bearings.**
- **Gas chamber between pump casing and motor prevents to damage mechanical seals by solids.**

**Type HB**

**High Melting Point with Jacket**

- **Temperature up to 400 °C (752 °F)**

This pump is designed for high-temperature applications, providing efficient heat transfer with minimal cooling requirements. Optional jacketing in conjunction with the ceramic motor insulation system makes the HB well suited for handling high-temperature applications. The return line is throttled to vapor if returned to impeller eye after cooling in contact with the vapor zone of the suction vessel.

- **Slurry Handling with Gas Seal Structure**
- **Self Priming Volute Casing without Flap Valve**

**Type HS**

**Slurry Handling**

- **Temperature up to 170 °C (338 °F)**
- **Head up to 70 m (230 ft)**

Suitable for a broad range of clean, nonvolatile liquids with rheological properties ranging from 1000 to 200,000 centipoise. The return line is throttled to vapor if returned to impeller eye after cooling in contact with the vapor zone of the suction vessel. The return line is throttled to vapor if returned to impeller eye after cooling in contact with the vapor zone of the suction vessel. The return line is throttled to vapor if returned to impeller eye after cooling in contact with the vapor zone of the suction vessel.

- **Self Priming Volute Casing without Flap Valve**

**Type HQ**

**Reverse Circulation**

- **Temperature -60 to +200 °C (-76 to +392 °F)**
- **Head up to 500 m (1,640 ft)**

Suits liquids in water or severe solvent solutions. Type HQ pumps and double seals) there is no shaft protrusion to seal and no pump end. Although flush fluid required (similar to conventional lubrication and prevent solids or high vapor pressure liquids from migrating into the motor chamber.

- **Self Priming**

**Type HK**

**Low Flow & Higher Head, High Speed**

- **Capacity up to 10 m³/h (40 gpm)**
- **Head up to 500 m (1,640 ft)**

Suits liquids in water or severe solvent solutions. Type HK pumps and double seals) there is no shaft protrusion to seal and no pump end. Although flush fluid required (similar to conventional lubrication and prevent solids or high vapor pressure liquids from migrating into the motor chamber.

- **Self Priming**

**Type DN**

**Self Priming**

- **Self priming suitable without flap valve minimizes slugging troubles.**
- **Capacity up to 15 m³/h (52 gpm)**
- **Head up to 70 m (230 ft)**

Suits liquids in water or severe solvent solutions. Type HK pumps and double seals) there is no shaft protrusion to seal and no pump end. Although flush fluid required (similar to conventional lubrication and prevent solids or high vapor pressure liquids from migrating into the motor chamber.

- **Self Priming**

**Type DN**

**Self Priming**

- **Self priming suitable without flap valve minimizes slugging troubles.**
- **Capacity up to 15 m³/h (52 gpm)**
- **Head up to 70 m (230 ft)**

Suits liquids in water or severe solvent solutions. Type HK pumps and double seals) there is no shaft protrusion to seal and no pump end. Although flush fluid required (similar to conventional lubrication and prevent solids or high vapor pressure liquids from migrating into the motor chamber.

- **Self Priming**
NIKKISO Canned Motor Pumps that comply with both API 685* and ATEX* is developed for the heavy duty requirements in the refinery and petrochemical industries.

*API 685 : Sealless Centrifugal Pumps for Petroleum, Heavy Duty Chemical, and Gas Industry Services
*ATEX : ATEX Directive (94/9/EC)

**E MONITOR**
E-monitor can indicate the axial and radial rotor position during pump operation on an easy-to-read LED display. Indication can be local or remote. Rotation LED for easy startup.

**TEMPERATURE MONITORING DEVICE FOR PUMP LIQUID**

**TEMPERATURE MONITORING DEVICE FOR MOTOR WINDING**
Insulation class C allows un-cooled operation for fluid temperature up to 180°C.

**BEARINGS**

**ADDITIONAL TEMPERATURE MONITORING (OPTIONAL)**

**FLANGES**
Flanges are available for ANSI/ASME, B16.5 CL300LB RF. Designed for 4 times Nozzle Force & Moment from API 685.

**CENTERLINE SUPPORTED CASING**
Minimum 40bar, 600psi design pressure with 3mm corrosion allowance.

**SECONDARY CONTAINMENT**
In the event of containment shell failure, caused by a foreign object the secondary containment withstands the discharge pressure. (Minimum 40bar, 600psi design pressure with 3mm corrosion allowance). No containment control required due to E-monitor. Secondary containment monitoring is upon request.
NIKKISO Non-Seal® Pumps are only one in the world applying the building block system to the canned motor pumps. Wide interchangeabilities of pump modules and motor modules are available and these modules can be freely combined, so it is possible to minimize numbers of spare pumps, motors and numbers of parts in stocks. This also makes on site repair possible.

BEARINGS

An average bearing life in excess of 3 years has been achieved on over 70,000 units in operation. Over forty years of field experience combined with a broad range of materials and configurations to control bearing environment assures you of maximum bearing life in your application. The requirements for long bearing life are really quite simple.

Minimum Bearing Loads
NIKKISO Non-Seal® Pumps bearings are conservatively sized for light unit loading. Metal-to-metal rabbet fit construction assures precise alignment for uniform load distribution. Thrust loads are hydraulically balanced so that thrust bearings are normally unloaded.

Clean Fluid Flow to Bearings
Where severe solids content is present, the type HS configuration utilizes a clean external flush to assure a clean environment for the bearings.

Prevention of Solids Formation
Jacketed type pumps have been developed to heat or cool the bearing circulation flow when handling fluids which polymerize, precipitate or have elevated melting temperatures.

A Choice of Bearing Materials
NIKKISO Non-Seal® pumps are available with a wide range of bearing materials matched to the specific requirements of your application. Carbon graphite materials are inert to most chemicals and provide good tolerance to abuse due to their self-lubricating characteristics. Silicone carbide provides superior wear resistance.

Silicon Carbide lined Graphite Bearings
NIKKISO Bearings are sliding bearings which are always provided with lubrication grooves. The wearing surface of these bearings is lined with a silicon carbide which is created by conversion of graphite using pure silicon. These bearings have a reduced sensibility to mechanical shocks and chipping compared with pure SiC. Embedded graphite particles provide emergency lubrication if the pump should accidentally run dry. It has nearly unlimited bearing life for all applications. The ideal match for Tungsten Carbide coated Stainless Steel shaft sleeves and thrust washers.

Complete Field Replaceable
All new wear surfaces are provided by replacement of shaft sleeves and thrust washers. Maintenance intervals remain predictable over the life of the pump.
REMOTE INDICATOR
In addition to the local indicator of E Monitor a remote indicator including alarm and trip can be supplied. For this purpose a RS422, a 0 to 5 V, or a 4 to 20 mA signal is available.

DRY OPERATION PROTECTION (SAO RELAY)
Load current sensing relay protects the pump from dry operation on services such as truck/tank car unloading. It detects low load resulting from dry operation and provides for shutdown of the motor.

SEAL POT
Seal pot is available for type HM in order to supply flushing liquid to mechanical seal.

INDUCER
Inducer is available to low minimum net positive suction head requirements (NPSHR).

MECHANICAL BEARING MONITOR
The end of the monitor has a contact tip which is fitted within a cavity in the end nut on the rotor shaft. Clearances between the contact tip and the end nut correspond to the maximum allowable bearing wear. At maximum allowable bearing wear the tip is contacted and ruptured. In addition, the monitor is useful in detecting corrosion of the stator liner and rotor sleeve since the contact tip is supplied in the similar metallurgy by one-half the thickness of those components.
EXAMPLES

Reverse circulation type pumps for pumping LNG as Cooling medium. (Vertical type, Motor output 75kw)

High-temperature type pump in a chemical plant.

Self-priming type pumps in a paint manufacturing plant.

High melting point type pump in a chemical plant.

Basic type pumps in a water treatment plant. (Titanium casing & impeller)

Basic type pumps in a chemical plant.